Getting to Know Hawaii

Directions: Research this state to find information and answer the questions.

1. Hawaii’s State Bird _____________________

2. Hawaii’s State Flower _____________________

3. Hawaii’s State Tree _____________________

4. Hawaii’s State Nickname _____________________

5. Hawaii’s Date of Statehood _____________________

Name the body of water surrounding Hawaii.

__________________________

Name two famous people born in Hawaii.

__________________________  ____________________________

What is the area of the state of Hawaii?

__________________________ Square Miles
Getting to Know Hawaii

Directions: Research this state to find information and answer the questions.

1. Hawaii’s State Bird   Nene

2. Hawaii’s State Flower  Hibiscus

3. Hawaii’s State Tree   Kukui

4. Hawaii’s State Nickname   Aloha State

5. Hawaii’s Date of Statehood  August 21, 1959

Name the body of water surrounding Hawaii.

Pacific Ocean

Name two famous people born in Hawaii.

ex: Barack Obama   Liliuokalani

What is the area of the state of Hawaii?

6,422  Square Miles